
Owners’ P&I 
Insurance 

With you at all times



A market leader in providing 
comprehensive insurance 

solutions

The Swedish Club is a pioneer in providing comprehensive all-in-one 
insurance solutions. As global trade increases in complexity, our mission 

of offering expert assistance to our members and clients in managing 
current and future risks remains at the forefront of everything we do.

The Swedish Club



The Swedish Club

The Swedish Club is with you at all 
times, providing a full range of insurance 
solutions for every area of your business. 
We provide cover to some of the largest 
shipowning companies in the world. 

Through the Club’s comprehensive 
approach and diversified offering we 
have developed a level of expertise in 
risk management, claims handling, 
underwriting, technical services, and loss 
prevention that few can match.
 
This expertise is reflected not only in 
the effective handling and resolution 
of existing claims, but also in how the 

Club monitors industry developments 
in order to prevent future claims and 
to provide insurance solutions for new 
risks. As part of our commitment to our 
members we are able to assist them to 
review contract terms such as charter 
party riders and bill of lading terms. 

We are committed to loss prevention 
and communicate regularly with our 
members and the market as a whole. 

Our goal is to reduce marine liability 
issues through the sharing of experience 
and offering recommendations through 
online and printed communication.

The information contained in this brochure is a general description.
For full conditions, premiums, subjects and warranties, please contact your team Underwriter.



All Inclusive 
Shipowners’ 

Liability to Cargo

www.swedishclub.com

The Swedish Club’s All Inclusive Shipowners’ Liability to Cargo 
(SOL) insurance is a comprehensive cover for various risks related  
to breaches of the contract of carriage of cargo.

The contractual carrier will have various defences available and the right 
to limit its liability under the terms of the contract of carriage. However, 
when the contractual carrier, for various reasons, is unable to rely on 
these terms, the standard P&I cover may be prejudiced.

Typical examples are geographical deviation for the change of crew, 
collecting spare parts, bunkering, or the need for ship-to-ship transfer 
for onward-carriage by another ship, where these deviations have 
not been agreed to in the governing contract of carriage. The result 
may be that cargo interests can claim that the contract has been 
repudiated, depriving the contractual carrier of its rights under the 
contract of carriage.

This insurance product enables a member to ‘buy back’ full P&I cover 
with the Club for future breaches of the contract of carriage.

Who can be covered?
 • Members with existing full P&I cover with  
The Swedish Club

Limits
Max USD 50 million

Deductibles
Standard Cargo deductible
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IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
 • Excludes claims recoverable per the vessel’s 
ordinary P&I cover.

 • All other Protection and Indemnity Rules to apply.

The Swedish Club
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What is covered?

The Swedish Club’s All Inclusive SOL Insurance will protect the member, 
when acting as carrier, for liabilities related to the loss or short landing  
of and/or damage to the cargo. The cover will also pick up cargo 
interests contribution in General Average and Special Charges when 
the member is prevented from doing so by reason of its breach of the 
contract of carriage.

Cover includes: 

The list of items, above, is not exhaustive 
and further information is available through 
any of The Swedish Club’s offices.

Storage of cargo whilst ship is under repair
Cargo may have to be temporarily stored whilst the vessel is undergoing 
repairs. This extended exposure is not covered by standard P&I but is 
covered by this insurance.

Extended warehouse storage
If cargo has been accepted for shipment or delivered after the normal 
P&I rule of 14 days, this insurance will extend the cover period for cargo 
liabilities.

Lightering/ship-to-ship transfer operations
Unless lightering has been agreed in the contract of carriage, or is part 
of the standard cargo operation at the port/area then the standard P&I 
cover may be deprived. This insurance will re-instate cover.

Dry-docking with cargo on board
Provides full cover for the period when cargo has to remain on board 
during a stay in dry-dock.

Cargo deviation
Provides cover for, but not limited to, liabilities related to the period for 
deviation for bunkering, crew changes or collecting spare parts.

Passenger deviation
Provides cover for deviation costs, including harbour fees and delays (in 
addition to the risks of breach of contract of carriage of cargo).

Ad valorem cargo cover
Provides cover for the full value of the cargo as stated on the bill of 
lading, less the value covered by the ordinary P&I insurance.

Ante-dated bill of lading
This cover is subject to special terms. For more information please 
contact any of the Club’s offices.

Carriage of cargo on deck where an under deck bill of lading has 
been issued
Provides cover for non-contractual carriage of cargo on deck.
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All Inclusive Crew Cover
All Inclusive Crew Cover will protect a shipowner and provide insurance for crew liabilities and liabilities 
against third party interests not covered under P&I insurance. Circumstances covered include:

Pre-delivery crew

In the process of taking over a second-hand ship, the future owner is likely to send a number of officers and engineers 
on board to familiarise themselves with the ship. From the moment the crew commences the journey to the ship, the 
future owner is likely to assume liability according to the terms of their employment contracts. 

During the time on board the crew may become ill or injured. They may further cause damage to the not yet delivered 
ship, or other third party interests, for which they and their employer may be liable.

However, since the future owner is not the owner by title, it has no cover under P&I insurance, as P&I cover is limited to 
liabilities in its capacity as an owner, operator or charterer of the ship.
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To familiarise themselves with a newbuilding, crew may 
join the vessel prior to the official delivery date. They may 
also act as representatives of the shipowner at the yard. 

Since the newbuilding is not yet delivered there is no P&I 
cover for the ship. The shipowner is however likely to be 
liable for the crew and damage caused to the vessel or 
third party interests.

These risks can be addressed by additional cover, added 
prior to ordinary P&I cover. 

Quite often the P&I Club confirms cover for these 
liabilities provided that the period is reasonable and 
limited to a couple of weeks. However, for longer periods, 

or if the P&I Club cannot provide cover, an all-inclusive 
crew cover is necessary. By definition the vessel’s P&I 
insurance covers liabilities for crew of the entered ship 
who are on board or proceeding to or from that ship. 

Liabilities for crew on leave involved in a training 
course or seminar are not covered under P&I 
insurance. The All Inclusive Crew Cover provides 
insurance for such occasions.

This insurance is tailor-made in line with the 
requirements of the individual member, making it an all-
inclusive complement to the P&I insurance in terms of 
crew liabilities during the policy period.

Crew attending at a shipyard
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Crew attending training courses

Most shipowners will from time to time arrange for crew to attend 
seminars or training courses when they are on leave. Since the crew 
technically is not on board an entered ship, the P&I cover is not in place. 
However the shipowner may still be liable for its crew in accordance with 
their contracts of employment.

Superintendents at a shipyard or  
on board

Similar situations as described for the crew above may also be 
applicable for Superintendents at the yard taking delivery of a ship, or 
on board a vessel to be purchased. The shipowner’s cover under the P&I 
insurance may not be sufficient and it may assume liabilities outside the 
scope of the P&I insurance which are not covered under the insurance 
for shore-based personnel.

Note: Shore-based personnel should regardless be covered under an 
employer’s liability insurance, which will always be the primary insurance 
based on the nature of P&I cover.

Who can be covered?
 • Shipowners covered with The Swedish Club  
for P&I

Limits
USD 10 million

Deductibles
 • Crew liabilities: agreed crew deductible
 • Third party liabilities: USD 20,000
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IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
 • Excluding claims recoverable under the ship’s 
ordinary P&I insurance, or covered under other 
insurance which will take precedence.
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Exxon GA Clause 
Insurance

Some oil companies include a clause limiting their responsibility for General Average (GA) in charterparties for 
tankers. This exclusion is not covered by the P&I insurance as it extends the shipowners’ liability beyond the P&I 
cover. This extended liability for owners is addressed and covered by the Exxon GA Clause Insurance. The Vela 
GA Clause is similar. There is also a wider Phillips Petroleum GA clause which may also be covered.

In 2006, Exxon, the biggest oil company in the world, introduced  
a GA clause in its charterparty (Exxonvoy 90, Part II, superseding 
clause 27(b) iii.), which transferred the General Average Exposure 
away from the charterers to the owners.

This clause reduces the charterer’s obligation under the 
charterparty and excludes from GA any costs attributable to 
preventive measures taken to avoid or minimise pollution. 
Pollution damage, in itself, is not allowed under the York-Antwerp 
Rules 1994, but the costs of certain specified preventive measures 
are allowed when there is an actual escape, or release, of oil from 
the vessel. 

This creates a gap in the P&I cover and establishes the need for 
this special insurance.   

Who can be covered?
 • Owners

Limits
USD 10 million

Deductibles
USD 50,000



‘(iii) General Average
General Average shall be adjusted, stated, and settled 
according to the York Antwerp Rules 1994 (“Rules”) and, as to 
matters not provided for by those Rules, according to the laws 
and usages at the port of New York; provided that, when there 
is an actual escape or release of oil or pollutant substances 
from the Vessel (irrespective of Vessel location), the cost of 
any measures, continued or undertaken on that account, to 
prevent or minimize pollution or environmental damage shall 
not be allowable in General Average; and, provided further, that 
any payment for pollution damage (as defined  in Article I 6.(a) 
of the 1992 Protocol to the International Convention on Civil 
Liability for Oil Pollution  Damage) shall also not be allowable 
in General Average.

It is understood and agreed, however, that the cost of measures 
to prevent pollution or environmental damage, undertaken in 
respect of oil or pollutant substances which have not escaped 
or been released from the Vessel, shall be included in General 
Average to the extent permitted by the Rules. If a General 
Average statement is required, it shall be prepared at such port 

by an Adjuster from the port of New York appointed by the 
Carrier and approved by Charterer of Vessel.

Such Adjuster shall attend to the settlement and the collection 
of the General Average, subject to customary charges. General 
Average Agreements and/or security shall be furnished by 
Carrier and/or Charterer, and/or Owner, and/or Consignee of 
cargo, if requested. Any cash deposit being made as security 
to pay General Average and/or salvage shall be remitted to 
the Average Adjuster and shall be held by the Adjuster at 
the Adjuster’s risk in a special account in a duly authorized 
and licensed bank at the place where the General Average 
statement is prepared. (2006-01-25).’

The Clause has the following wording:

www.swedishclub.com
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The United States requires shipowners to have an oil 
spill contingency plan. The contingency plan should 
include a contract with a clean-up contractor. Some 
contractors have contracts with an indemnity clause 
not covered by P&I. Clean-up contractors with such 
indemnity clauses may be covered separately.

North America Clean-up Cover provides additional 
cover for these indemnities.

Additional information can also be found in current 
circulars on www.swedishclub.com

North America Clean-up Cover

Who can be covered?
 • Shipowners and/or charterers who are 
members of an International Group 
P&I Association.

Limits
USD 25 million, option USD 50 million, 
for any one accident or occurrence 
or series of accidents or occurrences 
arising out of one event.

Deductibles
USD 25,000 for any one accident or 
occurrence or series of accidents or 
occurrences arising out of one event.

For information regarding contractors whose 
contracts contain indemnity provision which does 
not comply with International Group P&I guidelines, 
please contact The Swedish Club.

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
 • Excluding claims recoverable under a standard poolable entry in an 
International Group P&I Association.

 • Excluding loss of or damage to vessels.
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Head Office Gothenburg
Visiting address: Gullbergs Strandgata 6,  
411 04 Gothenburg
Postal address: P.O. Box 171,  
SE-401 22 Gothenburg, Sweden
Tel: +46 31 638 400, Fax: +46 31 156 711
E-mail: swedish.club@swedishclub.com

Emergency: +46 31 151 328

Piraeus
5th Floor, 87 Akti Miaouli, 185 38 Piraeus, Greece
Tel: +30 211 120 8400, Fax: +30 210 452 5957
E-mail: mail.piraeus@swedishclub.com

Emergency: +30 6944 530 856

Hong Kong
Suite 6306, Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Road, 
Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2598 6238, Fax: +852 2845 9203
E-mail: mail.hongkong@swedishclub.com

Emergency: +852 2598 6464

Tokyo
2-14, 3 Chome, Oshima, Kawasaki-Ku  
Kawasaki, Kanagawa 210-0834, Japan
Tel: +81 44 222 0082, Fax: +81 44 222 0145
E-mail: mail.tokyo@swedishclub.com

Emergency: +81 44 222 0082

Oslo
Dyna Brygge 9, Tjuvholmen 
N-0252 Oslo, Norway
Tel: +47 9828 1822, Mobile: +47 9058 6725
E-mail: mail.oslo@swedishclub.com

Emergency: +46 31 151 328

London
New London House, 6 London Street
London, EC3R 7LP, United Kingdom
Tel: +46 31 638 400, Fax: +46 31 156 711
E-mail: swedish.club@swedishclub.com

Emergency: +46 31 151 328

Contact
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